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Abstract: This paper aim to introduce 4C framework of strategic marketing to analyze how blockchain 
companies are working in marketing communication and advertising. The 4C framework of strategic 
marketing includes: customer, cost to the customer, convenience and communication. Based on our study, 
we would be able to have the conclusion that using the blockchain technology in business marketing 
would be able to build and maintain good relations with customers through customer loyalty plans and 
reward plans. Blockchain technology could also lower the cost of the product and service, hence lower 
the cost to the customer eventually. Using blockchain technology is more convenient since the blockchain 
technology could build more connection between different brands and companies. Both internal and 
external communication will be increased since blockchain technology does not need support from 
intermediate agents. Blockchain technology also could make communication more effective and efficient. 
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1. Introduction 

This paper aim to introduce 4C framework of strategic marketing to analyze how blockchain 
companies are working in marketing communication and advertising. The 4C framework of strategic 
marketing includes: customer, cost to the customer, convenience and communication. In this paper, we 
will survey most recent literatures which discussed the marketing issues of blockchain companies and 
understand how blockchain companies are doing their advertising and marketing communication.  

We have done the literature review based on the 4C framework of strategic marketing to answer the 
question: how blockchain technology would change and reshape business marketing communication in 
the future. Our literature review have four parts individually. These four parts answered the sub questions 
of our topic. For example, these four sub questions are: how blockchain technology would have influence 
on customer, cost to the customer, convenience and communication.  

2. Literature Review 

2.1 Customer 

The core of advertising for blockchain companies is to get and maintain their customers. Marketers 
nowadays are facing the challenges to learn new technologies in a fast speed such as blockchain 
technology. Although blockchain technology has been emerged decade ago, the researchers in marketing 
fields are rarely noticed of this new technology. The blockchain technology has special characteristics 
that could be quite beneficial in marketing, such as transparent, decentralized and unchangeable. Through 
applying blockchain technology it could help build a more secure and customer centric open markets[1]. 
In order to obtain more new customers and maintain good relations with customers, companies usually 
have the customer loyalty plan. The plan encourages customers to continue purchasing companies’ 
service and goods or related products[2]. For example, the Starbucks rewards plan will reward free coffees 
based on the number of coffee that purchased. The American Airline will reward tickets to a certain 
amount of miles that have filed. Customers could have many membership cards. Companies used 
blockchain technology developing a blockchain loyalty plan. Under this plan, customers do not need to 
bring many membership cards with them anymore. This blockchain loyalty plan linked the customer 
memberships with their cellphone number. Therefore, from companies’ perspectives, using the 
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blockchain technology would be able to decrease the indirect cost related to the administration and 
management fees of the loyalty plans, which will be benefit to the companies[2].  

The customer centric marketing strategy is essential in the survival of companies under B2C business 
environment[3]. From the perspective of customer centric point of view, blockchain technology could 
dramatically increase consumer relations by increasing the transparency of data quality, data access, as 
well as increasing the data privacy and security[4]. In the times of big data, companies are collecting and 
storing data mainly through their consumer loyalty plans[5].  

There are some disadvantages of the consumer loyalty plans, however, these disadvantages could be 
solved by the blockchain technology. For example, customers sometimes forgot to use their rewards and 
felt frustrated when their rewards expired[6]. Also, another disadvantage is that there isn’t a consumer 
loyalty plan that could embrace different brands[7]. The blockchain technology would be able to integrate 
different parts together, such as consumer royalty plan operators, marketers, consumers, information 
system managers, call centers, sales department and other departments which take part in this consumer 
royalty plan. Through integrating different parts of information together, blockchain technology could 
help to change the way of design, track and deliver useful information to consumers, therefore blockchain 
changes the customers’ experience, increasing the degree of brand loyalty[4]. Blockchain technology 
could also integrate information among different brands. Different brands and companies would be able 
to design, develop the consumer loyalty plans together, even be able to exchange reward points altogether 
to give consumer better experience of shopping[8].    

2.2 Cost to the Customer 

Using the blockchain technology could possibly lower the price of the product to the customer 
eventually. For example, in the coffee industry, the cost of paper work and physical detection could be 
up to 0.91 dollars per pound. However, the cost could be dramatically lowered by the data offered through 
blockchain technology[9]. Today, there are some internal system, such as ERP, MRP, WMS and CRM. 
These systems could enhance the operation fluency, moreover increase efficiency and lower the cost of 
the price. However, blockchain integrated with IOT would be able to communicate among different 
organization both internal and external, which would be able to offer a better and cheaper solution[10].  

Many blockchain system could be the supply for service. The cost of the service is calculated by the 
transaction data per unit. However, because blockchain technology does not need the infrastructure in 
the early stage and could be used in the platform, therefore many companies would be able to afford such 
service. The cost is mostly driven by the number of sensors and amount of data, however the advantage 
is that it could bring companies the benefit of no early stage cost and the lower maintenance cost[10]. 
Blockchain technology is seen as a digital supply chain method which is more secure and cost efficient. 
Generally speaking, blockchain technology is used to build many to many integrated model on internet. 
It integrated in the cloud to increase efficiency of secure transactions and decrease the cost[11].  
Blockchain technology would be able to cut down the cash transaction fees. The traditional intermediate 
cash transaction is peer to peer model. By applying the blockchain, the settlement fees could be cut down. 
Compared to traditional model, the blockchain model is more secure, fast, easier to access, transparent 
and with lower transaction cost, which in the end decreases the price and makese the product or service 
cost more efficient to customers[12].   

Another advantage of using blockchain application is to certify whether the advertisement actually 
delivered to target customers. Therefore, it saves the money to avoid delivering advertisement that are 
not aimed at target customers. By using blockchain, the marketers would be able to know more exact 
information about where the advertisements are put and also know the number of clicks of the 
advertisements at real time. The number of clicks would be a criteria to know how valuable the 
advertisements are[13]. Using the blockchain, in the long run it reduced the need for intermediate 
advertising agents[14]. A platform like AdEx would allow users choose to add advertisements and ensure 
that the company only pay for the advertisements that actually been clicked on the internet by the 
customers. Once the blockchain certified that the users looked at the advertisements, the contract system 
will automatically pay the fees[15]. 

2.3 Convenience 

The combination of blockchain and IoT (the Internet of Things) is powerful. The innovation will 
change many industries. For the business which required uniform and trustful intermediate agent can 
now use the decentralized blockchain. In the blockchain system, there is no need of using centralized 
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utility. Telecommunication, exchange of values could be conducted through artificial contracts, which 
brings a lot convenience for business[16]. Blockchain could offer immutable audit tracking thus save the 
cash for expensive audit. Blockchain is useful in managing digital capital and would be able to track the 
sources. It increases the usage of the data and protect the data’s privacy. It is benefit in keeping the data 
and in continuously use. It also enhances the data’s security and privacy[17]. There is a research to 
investigate how the blockchain influences the customer loyalty plans. The researchers sent out 450 
surveys to the clients and airplane company’s managers. The percentage of effective responses from the 
clients and airflight company’s managers is 79.7%. The results of the survey showed that the blockchain 
technology enhances the company’s consumer loyalty plans[18]. The driven engine for digital business is 
the business efficiency and consumer experience. To give consumers better experience, it is essential to 
make the business more convenient in iteration, innovation in products and service, higher quality of 
products. As an innovative technology, blockchain would be able to give consumers better experience 
than before[19].   

2.4 Communication 

Business communication means more interaction in transaction. The new technology such as 
blockchain could lower the cost of interaction hence increase the speed of communication. Another 
criteria to evaluate the business communication is to increase the effectiveness and efficiency of 
communication. Blockchain has the potential to increase the effectiveness and efficiency of business 
communication. The methods of communication using blockchain includes: message authentication, 
digital record, digital signature, digital registered letter, digital contract, digital order, and smart contract. 
Another essential in business communication is trust. With the solution that blockchain provided, 
business communication would be more effective since the trust in the communication is improved. 
Digital business normally involved a large amount of technical design. On the other hand, if business is 
lack of the trust and is involved untrusted parties, the reputation of the business will be damaged[20].Using 
Blockchain in social media is a way to increase the business communication, because blockchain could 
provide secure messaging platform. Some communication should be crucial and secure, such as: 
exchanging trade secrets, making business referrals and strategic business decisions. Protecting the 
information exchanged during business communication is essential for doing business. Using this new 
decentralized technology, blockchain would provide more privacy and secure communication 
environment[21].  

3. Conclusion 

Based on our study, we would be able to have the conclusion that using the blockchain technology in 
business marketing would be able to build and maintain good relations with customers through customer 
loyalty plans and reward plans. Blockchain technology could also lower the cost of the product and 
service, hence lower the cost to the customer eventually. Using blockchain technology is more convenient 
since the blockchain technology could build more connection between different brands and companies. 
Both internal and external communication will be increased since blockchain technology does not need 
support from intermediate agents. Blockchain technology also could make communication more 
effective and efficient. In the future, we will collect data from the public blockchain companies to further 
testify.  

There is still a lot of work to do in the future as this blockchain technology is still new. In the future, 
the large application of blockchain technology in corporations, required more knowledge and 
implementation in international law, information technology, and maybe also in other disciplines. This 
type of research still needs more empirical research and data collection. The industries could involve 
business, technology, and science. Besides corporations, some country governments also have projects 
in implementing blockchain. This study is mostly focused on marketing. In the future, there could be 
more studies focusing on medium and small-size firms. Innovation helps the company to grow and there 
is a great need for innovations in the market as well. The technology of blockchain will continue to 
develop, providing better business services in the future.   
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